EBEEC 2023 Special Interest Working Group Kick-Off on
Corporate governance, CSR and ESG
An EBEEC Special Interest Working Group on Corporate governance (CG), CSR and ESG is an intense
collaboration between multiple researchers from different academic fields and a balanced geographical
representation to produce targeted, high-value work on the specific scientific area(s).
In recent years, much research has been published about corporate governance. Corporate governance
has its roots in various disciplines, including economics, finance, accounting, law, sociology, and
management.
Objectives
We encourage contributions from a variety of theoretical lenses, research methods, and studies
analysing corporate governance in diverse types of firms and institutional contexts across different
countries and contexts. Consistent with the above context, we invite manuscripts on topics which
include, but are not limited to, the following:
➢ Theoretical approaches to corporate governance
➢ The relationship between institutional contexts and BoDs
➢ The role of institutional investors in Corporate governance
➢ Recent corporate governance reforms and regulations.
➢ Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
performance.
➢ Corporate governance (CG) disclosures, reporting and corporate governance mechanisms
➢ Board configuration with specific focus on gender diversity, the role of committees, tenure and
the profile of executives
➢ Corporate governance and firm outcomes (financial and non-financial).
➢ Auditing, Auditors, Audit firms and CG

Publication opportunities
•

EBEEC Conference proceedings once a year

•

Springer and KnowledgeE publication opportunities based on EBEEC

•

Special issues on scientific journals

Timeline
December 2022
-

Call for members

February 2023
-

Online kick off meeting to share aims and methodologies and define interest group
organization

EBEEC 2023
•

Special session to discuss papers of special interest group topics

October 2023
•

Online first special interest group meeting: presentation of the special issue publication

For further information
Dimitrios Koufopoulos – Director of the Global MBA programme at the University of London Visiting
Professor in the School of Law, Centre for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary University of London,
UK, Honorary Research Fellow at Birkbeck University and Founder and Director of Research at the
Hellenic Observatory of Corporate Governance.– dimitrios.koufopoulos@london.ac.uk
The Hellenic Observatory of Corporate Governance (HOCG) is a non-profit, research and education
centre dedicated to the study of Corporate Governance (CG) and Board of Directors with a special focus
on the application of good practices of CG in Greece.

